
 

Randomized routing

Let G N E be a graph set eachnode represents a

computingnode and edges are communication links
Channels

Each node ne ell wants tosend a packet prefrom itself
to a node it 6 where it is a permutation
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Constraints iMessage can only traversetheedges and
each edge can carry exactly a packetmessage at a time

Want A routing scheme to passthe messages to the
intended destinations under the said constraints sit the
total time for all messages to reach theirdest is minimize

Let G for our study be a hypercube on n bits
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We will only consider Oblivious routing schemesThat is
the routing scheme of a packet prefrom re ites is

independent of the targets ofother packets
Oblivious PermutationRoutingSchemes

Bit fixing scheme

Flip the individual bits in order to gofrom re tie

say from MSB to LSB

Ex D 10110 to The 00101

10110 00110 00108 00101

Remark If more than one packet wantsto traverse an
edge at the same time break ties arbitrarily and add
the rest to a FIFOqueue that is associated w eachedge

Deterministic routing via bit fixing can be bad

Lemma There are permutations it 0,13 0,13 for
which bit fixing scheme requires at least211steps to
transfer all the messages 1,1 0,0 0.0 1 Dr

Prof Consider the permutation that m'ap Ee 3where
a is y length bit vectorand Q is y length zerovector to

Q 2 That is TI 12,07 0,2 Because of the bitfixin
scheme this packethas to be routedthrough 10,0



There are 2h12 many choices for z and thus 242

packets will be routed through 10,07 Since the total
no of outgoing edges are n at each vortex the total
time of sending all the 242 packets through the n

edges is at least In EBA

Further the following is known

Theorem For any deterministic obliviousrouting protocol
there exists a permutation it 0,13 0,13 which requires
at least JIT steps

Randomized routing is better Valiant

We shall implement bit fixing scheme in 2 steps with
randomness U IT O

For each ne e 0.13 given it Ige
Randomness Pick an intermediate stop uniformly and
randomly Let us call this the

Step 1 Route the packet pie from re the using bit
fixing scheme

step2 Route the packet from the the using bitfixing
scheme



Theorem With a highprobability all packets will be
routed to their destinations in at most nan steps

The proof of this theorem uses 3 parts as follows

Claim i If u n is a path in a bit fixing schemeand
ne n is another path in this bit fixingscheme then
these paths do not intersectagain once they separate

S v Plo nPla'sintersect
Lemma2 Fix any det routing scheme Assume that

path from re time is en er Lets be the set of
other vertices re s t path from re ithe traverses
one of the edges en er Then packet sent from re to
the takes at most best steps to reach itsdestination

Lemma3 Let the be chosen uniformly and independently
for eachnee90,13 Let Pla bethe pathbetweenheand the
obtained by bit fixing scheme Then with a prob of
at least 1 in any path Pine intersectswith at most
Gn paths Pew for wtre
Lemma3 Tai acres S w lawn win II Ya

Assuming Claim 1 Lemmas 2and3 we can infer that
step 1 takes at most n t on steps w p en 2

n and
same for step 2 using similar arguments so with
a union bound we get thtwiths Lemmy
all packets are routed in at most 14n steps



Estimate ofpathsthat intersect
Proofof Lemma 3

Epa Est ofpathsgoingthroughedgee

For w ne e 0,13 let Xw be an indicator in for
the event that Pla andPew intersect We want
to estimate X Eugene Ken En h

Fortin Edge e u utea aid a vertex we so.is

let Yew be an indicator ax for the event that Pew

passes through e Thus no of paths that passthrough
a particularedge e is given by ZenYen

From bit fixing scheme PG passesthrough e u u tea
if f
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Let Ae ve 0,13 ni on Hi a A path Prepasses

through e with a non zero prob only if neeAe
For any ve Ae
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For any edge the expected no of pathsgoingthrough
an edge e is
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Two paths intersect if some edge e e PewandPew

w f EpaYew
aw

if ZeppYew 31
O Ofw

Total no of paths that intersecto is

Xu I Kow and thus
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In PxIX we
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Ep.tt Yew 11 interchanging
summations

e m z 11at most n edges in Pla

Now using Chernoff we can show that 8 2

PaIx intog eexp EMPity on E 52h
12h

and
PrIF rest Xu bn s 2 7 2

So with a prob of at least 1 2 all routing in
step 1 happens in at most onsteps

Proof of Claim 1

Consider the paths nene n givenby wa wa um and
re'm n givenby wi w'm Assume that wit w and

Wit t win that is paths separated

Let
wigwige

and wit w'joey W LOG a b

We a Wi 1 t l it
th

Wiea Wja f la j

Wi a

Thus after the separationthey can never intersectagain



Proof of Lemma 2 S re f pathsof u and uunit time1st intersect

Suppose pre and pre reach an edge e and

packet o is given a priority Then pre generates
a token and places it on pre If Pu encounters

Pre and Pre is givenpriority that token is

transferredto Pri fwhere v e s É I
Observe that wait time of tokens generated

re the be given by edges en en

Let Pu get a token and traverse ei e ji

and takes an edgeother than eat afterwards Then this
token goes away from Plo and can never comeback

due to Claim D
Observe that 2 tokens can never be on the same packet
Pre So total no of tokens

Total time taken E ktist


